We performed in situ transport measurements in a transmission-electron microscope (TEM) on individual double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNT). Using selected-area electron diffraction, the chiral indices of the two tubes constituting the DWNTs were determined through careful comparison with theory. We discuss the case of a DWNT whose two tubes have a gap at half filling and show a finite density of delocalized state at the Fermi level. The exact determination of chiral indices should be reachable in any transport-measurement experiment with samples that allow TEM characterization.
Since their discovery [1] , carbon nanotubes have attracted the attention of the scientific community. One of the main reasons is the intimate relation between their structure and their band structure [2] . The so-called chiral indices n; m [3] , which characterize the wrapping of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT), entirely determine their structure and thus their band structure. A striking consequence is that tubes for which n ÿ m is a multiple of 3 exhibit no energy gap at half filling (zero gap tubes, or ZG), while the others exhibit a gap E g at half filling (nonzero gap, or NZG).
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) on SWNT demonstrated the validity of the chiral model for SWNT [4, 5] . Despite this great success, neither chiral indices of the inner shell of a multiwalled nanotube (MWNT) nor transport properties could be measured by STM/STS. Transport measurements can be driven with a gate [6 -9] , thus indicating the metallic or semiconducting (SC) character of the sample. Then, measurement of chiral indices is out of scope, and only the outer radius and length can be roughly determined (by atomic force microscopy, for example), and the number of tubes in a rope can be estimated. It is then of practical and fundamental importance to be able to gain access at the same time to the transport properties and the detailed structure on the same tube, SWNTor MWNT. In this aim, a good candidate is in situ transport measurement in a transmission-electron microscope (TEM). Ohnishi et al. [10] successfully evidenced the quantification of the conductance in conjunction with the local structure of an atomic point contact by high resolution (HR). Wang et al. [11] measured simultaneously the quantification of conductance of thick multiwalled nanotubes and their low-magnification images. However, the determination of chiral indices is, in practice, very difficult by HR. On the contrary, the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) in a TEM was shown to give access to these indices for a SWNT [12, 13] and to an estimation of these indices for unique helicity bundles [14] and for MWNT [15] .
In this Letter, we present measurements of the transport properties in combination with the determination of the structure, including chiral indices, length, and number of shells, of isolated carbon nanotubes via in situ transport measurements, and SAED in a TEM. Moreover, we deduced the indices of the inner shell of a MWNT. The example of a double-walled nanotube (DWNT) with two NZG shells behaving Ohmically at room temperature will be discussed.
The choice of working with DWNT nanotubes relies on the fact that they are maybe the easiest MWNTs to deal with experimentally and theoretically. DWNTs were obtained by arc discharge in hydrogen gas (300 Torr) with a mixture of FeS, NiS, and CoS as the catalyst. Soot material was formed on the inner walls of the reaction chamber and around the cathode after the evaporation. The majority of nanotubes contained in the soot was found to be DWNTs (see Fig. 1 ). Their length can be several m and their mean diameter ranges from 3.5 to 6.5 nm, offering a huge increase in the signal to noise ratio for diffraction experiments, as compared to ordinary SWNTs.
Experiments were driven in a JEOL 2010F fitted with a EMZ8139T sample holder, at room temperature and in a 10 ÿ5 Pa vacuum. The sample holder is made up of a fixed external part and a mobile internal part that can be driven by a piezoceramic controller. A gold tip, on top of which a mercury droplet is deposited, is attached to the fixed part. Another gold tip, on top of which unpurified DWNT soot is deposited, is clamped to the mobile part. After approaching the mobile part close to the fixed one, the two electrodes are short cut, and the current flowing through the junction can be measured as a function of the bias voltage, as schematized in Fig. 1 . In order to select a few numbers of DWNT from the soot to short cut the two electrodes, several attempts have to be made by dipping and retracting the mobile part in and from the mercury droplet. When only a few tubes connecting both tips are visible, several diffraction patterns are acquired on different areas along the DWNT(s), using a selection aperture of 0:5 m, with acquisition times ranging from 1 to 16 s. More than 40 junctions of a few DWNTs between electrodes were formed, the length of which is of the order of 10 m. Resistance of the junctions ranged between 50 k and 2 M. Among them, more than ten junctions with individual DWNT were obtained. The fact that the DWNT is unique is always confirmed by electron diffraction. In all cases, the current-voltage (IV) curves are linear between 0:5 V, giving us assurance that contacts are Ohmic.
We will now discuss the results of Fig. 2 in which both the diffraction pattern and the IV characteristic acquired in combination on the same DWNT of length 8 m are displayed. The IV is typical of most of the junctions that we created (DWNT or ropes of DWNT) and is linear over a large range, in this case fitted with a conductance value of G 1:2 S. The precise value of the conductance is always dependent on the amount of impurities remaining at both ends of the tubes, and we believe the contacts not to be perfectly transparent. In the nonlinear part of the IV, the slope of the IV curve tends to increase with increasing absolute value of the voltage, and thus saturates for absolute values of the voltage higher than 3 V (not shown here). The IV curve is symmetric over the measured range.
In order to discuss the transport measurements in conjunction with the structure of the DWNT, let us first show how it is possible to extract the chiral indices n i ; m i @n o ; m o from the precise analysis of the diffraction pattern (geometry of the diffraction experiment is given in Fig. 2) . The subscripts ''o'' and ''i'' stand for outer and inner shells, respectively. From a general point of view, the diffraction intensity pattern of a DWNT can be deduced as the square of the sum of the diffracted amplitudes of all its coaxial single-walled tubes. Because of the translational symmetry of a tube along its axis and the lack of symmetry in the perpendicular direction, the diffracted amplitude of such a constituting tube is made up of discrete lines perpendicular to the Z axis (defined in Fig. 2 ). Some of these lines are emphasized by arrows in Fig. 2(a) . They are symmetric with respect to a central line [white arrow in Fig. 2(a) ] called the equatorial line [13, 16] . The value along a given line is an intricate sum of the product of cylindrical Bessel functions by a certain function of n; m and several experimental parameters. Among these parameters, the angle between the axis of the tube and the electron beam ÿ, and the orientation and translation of the tube with respect to this beam [the angle 0 0 and distance Z 0 0 , see Fig. 2(b) ] are experimentally unknown. However, we will see that diameters and helicities can be extracted from experimental data with the help of information independent of these parameters.
First, the diameters can be extracted from the intensity of the equatorial line Ik Y , expressed for a DWNT of
Expression (1) 
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155501-2 155501-2 main contribution to the equatorial line comes from the Young-slit-like diffraction by the generator lines of the two tubes. The intensity along the equatorial line oscillates with a period of e 1= D D, within an oscillatory envelope of period E 1=D (Fig. 3) . Observation of these two periods in Fig. 2(a) is evidence that the examined tube has two walls. Moreover, we can measure the diameter values of its constituting tubes. We then deduce a first set of pairs of chiral indices fn i ; m i @n o ; m o g 1 , compatible with these measured diameter values and any helicity.
We now turn to the measurement of helicity angles, which will give a second set of possible pairs of chiral indices. The value of helicity angles can be deduced by analyzing the intensity of the nonequatorial lines [13] . If the two tubes constituting the DWNT have different helicity angles, each of them contributes to different nonequatorial intensity lines. We can thus measure the helicity angles ' for each of the two tubes independently. The first maxima of these lines are reminiscent of the 100 and 010 spot of the graphene, and they define two distorted hexagons per chiral tube (one of them is displayed in Fig. 3 ). This is further evidence that the examined tube is a DWNT. In fact, the characteristic angles between the lines linking the diffraction pattern center and the first maxima of each line, and the direction perpendicular to the tube axis (Fig. 3) , are independent on 0 0 and Z 0 0 and are related to the helicities, but in a way that tremendously depends on the chiral indices, unknown at this point [13] . We define the apparent helicity ' app 30 ÿ , where the characteristic angle is defined in Fig. 3 . Note that the measure of ' could be retrieved relying on other characteristic angles. However, measuring was found in practice to minimize experimental uncertainties of the determination of the helicity angle [17] . ' app would be just equal to the helicity ' for an infinite diameter tube: as for STM images [18] , the difference between ' app and ' is a consequence of the curvature of the nanotube. Thus, in order to deduce ' from the measured ' app , we computed the theoretical [16] ones (' n;m app ) for all n; m, (n < 70), at tilting angle ÿ 0. By comparing ' app to all the ' n;m app within experimental uncertainties, we deduce the helicities and thus the possible chiral indices for each tube independently. Then, a second set of pairs of chiral indices fn i ; m i @n o ; m o g 2 compatible with the experimental helicity angles and any diameters is deduced.
By finding the intersection of this second set with the one deduced from the diameter measurement, we then deduce the chiral indices compatible with experimental data. To unambiguously identify one unique solution, the uncertainty of the measurement of the helicities must be better than 0:2 , given the experimental uncertainties on e and E, as found by systematic analysis of the theoretical diffraction patterns [17] . This implies not only to take into account precisely the curvature effect but also to define ' app using , which is unaffected by the tilting angle ÿ [13] , within our experimental conditions. When these requirements are met, as in the case of results of Fig. 2 , a unique pair of chiral indices is deduced. Then, since the experimental values of the characteristic angles measured on other lines depend on the tilting angle ÿ, an estimation of ÿ can be done by systematically comparing these experimental values and their theoretical counterparts computed for different values of ÿ at fixed n i ;m i @n o ;m o [13] . In the case of the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2 , we deduce a 51;34@53;43 structure compatible with our experimental data, with a tilting angle of about 8 (see Fig. 3 ). The computed diameters and helicities are, respectively, 58:8 A=66:1 A and 23:41 =26:56 . These diameter and intertube distance (3:65
A) values are in agreement with systematic observations on DWNTs [17] .
We now turn to the relation between the deduced structure and the transport properties of the tube in Fig. 2 . Since for both shells (n ÿ m) is not a multiple of 3, the two shells of the DWNT are NZG, so that the whole tube is believed to be a NZG nanotube, the band structure of which is the superposition of the ones of its constituting tubes, with an energy gap E g k B T=2 < k B T [3] . The measured finite linear conductance implies the existence of a finite density of delocalized states at the Fermi level in a NZG carbon nanotube. This confirms spectroscopic data [4] within transport measurements and, making the assumption that we can strictly identify NZG and SC tubes, is in agreement with many transport experiments on SC tubes. However, the existence of a finite DOS at the Fermi level is usually understood as the signature of doping, either chemical [7, 8] due to charge transfer from the metallic contact [19] or due to the presence of a substrate [4] . In our suspended geometry, the latter has to be discarded. Doping due to chemical species adsorbed at the surface of the tubes is questionable, not only because transport measurements are performed in vacuum, but also because we checked that no increase of the resistance due to desorption, if any, by electron irradiation was observed. Further, in previous electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements in a TEM on a suspended NT, the presence of oxygen dopant was never evidenced [20] . Thus, doping due to charge transfer from the electrodes may more likely explain our results. Further experimental and theoretical work should clarify this point. The nonlinearity of the IV curve at bias larger than 1 V is intriguing. From 1 to 3 V, the IV are roughly fitted by an exponential law, I / e V=V 0 , where 0:7 eV < V 0 < 1:1 eV, depending on the samples. This could be explained as follows. At low bias, only the outermost tube participates to transport. At higher bias, some electrons may be able to tunnel from the outer tube to the inner one, and the resulting IV would be the result of both contributions [6] . Extensive investigation of different possibilities (NZG@ZG, ZG@ZG...) as well as their nanoengineering [6] should give further information on that point.
In conclusion, we showed that it is possible to measure the chiral indices of a DWNT and its transport properties simultaneously. We also showed that NZG shells have a nonzero DOS at the Fermi energy. Careful comparison with theory is required to extract chiral indices from an experimental diffraction pattern. Extension of such an analysis should be performed in the future on SWNT. Exciting physical effects should be investigated using this technique, as the effect of commensurability between the walls of MWNTs on transport properties. The measurement of chiral indices in relation with physical measurements could be extended to any other situations where the sample allows TEM observations. This is true not only for ex situ transport measurements [21] , but also for different kinds of in situ physical measurements, such as the investigation of the plasmon modes in nanotubes [22] . Finally, comparisons with gate-transport measurements could give useful information on the effect of the substrate and the type of tube (ZG or NZG) on the transport properties [9] . In this case, where TEM characterization is not possible, the chiral indices could be determined by Raman spectroscopy [23] .
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